
 

Beloved Sponsors of Youth from Out the Great Central Sun 
 

A Call for an All-Out Commitment 
to the Cause of Youth 

Part 2 
 
    We have surveyed the condition of the children and youth 
of Terra. We have before us our report from the Keeper of 
the Scrolls, from the angels of record, from the ascended 
masters serving this solar system, from the archangels who 
have delivered the vials of the seven last plagues as the 
judgment of Almighty God. 
 
 We even have before us the testimony of some of you 
who have testified at inner levels the reportings of the 
activities of children and youth upon earth. All of this 
information has been amassed, and we employ the computer 
of the mind of God itself for the distillation of this 
information. And the information that is in our hands today 
is the result of the study that has been made. 
 
 Beloved ones, we take you close to our hearts and we say 
that the unmitigated attempts of the fallen ones to… 
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A Call for an All-Out Commitment
to the Cause of  Youth

Part 2

Now, beloved ones, having established this as the prereq-
uisite, I make known to you the following:

We have surveyed the condition of the children and youth 
of Terra.  We have before us our report from the Keeper of 
the Scrolls,  from the angels of record, from the ascended 
masters serving this solar system, from the archangels who 
have delivered the vials of the seven last plagues as the judg-
ment of Almighty God.1

We even have before us the testimony of some of you who 
have testified at inner levels the reportings of the activities of 
children and youth upon earth.  All of this information has 
been amassed, and we employ the computer of the mind of 
God itself for the distillation of this information.  And the 
information that is in our hands today is the result of the 
study that has been made.

Beloved ones, we take you close to our hearts and we say 
that the unmitigated attempts of the fallen ones to interfere 
with the upward spiral of the culture of the Mother and of the 
initiation of the Path has been directed for a number of decades 
against the youth, the incoming souls, and the children of God 
Copyright © 2022 The Summit Lighthouse, Inc.
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from the moment of the assignment of a soul before the Lords 
of Karma to the age of thirty-three.  These are the lifestreams 
who have been targeted one by one.

The darkness projected against them has been relentless,  
like the relentless swinging of a black pendulum against the 
mind, the soul, the heart, the body, the chakras, the health, 
and the sanity.  These plots of the fallen ones have been com-
puterized by Lucifer before his judgment and by Satan before 
his being bound at the Court of the Sacred Fire.2 And they 
have placed the momentum of their computerized plots 
within the seed of the wicked, and that seed has not yet been 
separated as the tares nor judged, as is prophesied in the 
book of sacred scripture.3

And therefore we find that among mankind in positions 
of spiritual wickedness in high places of government, of edu-
cation, religion, science, and the economy, the ones who have 
the seed of the Fallen One and who have been programmed 
carry the most intense and entrenched darkness of Antichrist.

These individuals, moving against the mainstream of the 
great River of Life coming forth from Alpha and Omega, 
have to a great extent interfered with the lowering of the 
divine plan into manifestation, causing skips, interruptions,  
and wedges of darkness to be sent between the fulfillment of 
that divine plan and its manifestation upon earth.  The inter-
ruption of that divine plan has been so great that the state 
of children and youth today is at one of the lowest points it 
has ever been since the days of the fall of Atlantis, since the 
days of the coming of Noah.

Keep the Vigil for the Youth

Blessed hearts, when you contemplate the Flood and the 
sinking of continents, contemplate that it was the desecra-
tion of the flame of holy youth that resulted in the ultimate 
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judgment of Almighty God upon the people.
It is one thing for the adult hardened in the ways of sin 

to perpetuate his sin.  But when that sin is transferred to 
innocent children and they are corrupted and allowed to be 
corrupted by the population and none stand forth to turn 
back the fallen ones but allow these practices to go on, then 
the entire civilization must be judged!

For Almighty God has said to me this day, “The desecra-
tion of the child is the desecration of my beloved Son, the 
Christ.  And when the Christ incarnate is violated, then the 
judgment for the crucifixion of that Christ must come upon 
all who are a part of that evolution.”

Blessed ones, the conclusion of the report that is before us 
is this: that there are such gaps in the understanding of the 
youth—of their origin, their source, their purpose, the flow 
of purity, the uses of the sacred fire, what the goal of life is,  
the path of initiation to the ascension—that if this body and 
this company of lightbearers is not able to reverse the tide by 
keeping the vigil for the youth, there is the possibility of the 
loss of this generation.  And if this generation be lost, there 
will be none to pass the torch to succeeding generations.

We are calling for an all-out commitment, therefore, of 
Keepers of the Flame to the cause of the youth.

We Need the Exposure of  Every Form 
of  Manipulation of  the Child

The Karmic Board is most grateful to report that chelas 
of the Mother have presented to the Mother of the Flame 
and to Mother Mary on Christmas Day a completed draft of 
the book on abortion that has been called forth by the 
Blessed Mother and by the Lords of Karma.4

Blessed ones, this action has precipitated the rainfall 
that you find.  For even the thrust of that book before it is 

published, present in the physical plane, has allowed for a 
dispensation of mercy to be given whereby the rain could 
come forth and mitigate the effects of that karma that is 
upon this nation for the practice of abortion as the murder 
of Almighty God and his beloved Son within the womb.

Beloved hearts, we send forth the call and we require that 
these chelas who are performing this service not cease until 
there is an exposure in paperback form of every form of 
betrayal of the Christ in the youth of America and the world.

For, beloved ones, if we can solve the problem of changing 
the minds of the people on the issue of abortion, then we must 
realize that the modern Herods, who have plotted against 
the souls and the temples of these ones, will not stop.  The 
souls who make it into embodiment are immediately sub-
jected to the bombardment of the hypnotism [of the fallen 
ones], their crazed minds, their insanity through the media, 
through the astral plane that surrounds them, and through 
the deadly rock music that perverts their life energies.

Blessed ones, therefore we need the exposure of incorrect 
methods of education.5 We need the exposure of every form 
of manipulation of the child from the moment of birth, 
from the moment when the chemical substances are inflicted 
upon these precious bodies, which begin the process of per-
verting the functioning of the cells and of the chakras.

An Open Door for Souls of  Light to Incarnate

Precious hearts, the Lords of Karma are gratified that this 
community of the Holy Spirit and [groups of] Keepers of the 
Flame around the world are formed and are being main-
tained and that these focuses of lightbearers are providing 
an open door for souls of light to incarnate.

For we come once again with a dispensation for the year 
1978, when souls of light may come forth in greater number, 
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when the fulfillment of the blueprint for the salvation of the 
age finds that the Cosmic Christ has opened his chakras and 
has allowed many souls to come forth.

And therefore in fulfillment of the divine decree, I an 
nounce to you that this year of 1978—an auspicious year for the 
people of earth and for the entire Spirit of the Great White 
Brotherhood and their chelas—brings to the attention of this 
community the larger responsibility of not only giving birth to 
these souls but of establishing a sound basis both legally,  
morally, financially, spiritually, and in every way for their evolu-
tion within a community where they may be free from fear and 
want and free to pursue their inner calling to be God incarnate.

I commend the parents, the teachers, and all souls who are 
decreeing for the youth daily.  Let these calls be intensified.  
Let the books be written.  Let those who participate in the 
sacred labor—whatever your participation, whatever your 
support, both near and distant—know that we in the Great 
Central Sun watch every lifestream who is able to give even 
an hour of decrees each day in support of our messenger, 
our cause, and the dissemination of this teaching.

Blessed hearts, hundreds upon hundreds of books have 
gone forth from Summit University Press in this year.  And 
I report to you that many of the youth of the world, though 
they have not made the contact with the organization, have 
had their consciousness turned toward the light by the read-
ing of a single book that has been brought forth and trans-
ferred to them by the many avenues that are open now for 
the dissemination of this teaching.  And we are gratified!

Beloved Nada Increases the Action 
of  Love in Your Heart

Beloved ones, the ascended lady master Nada steps forth.  
For she has sponsored youth, together with the Virgin Mary 

and the lady master Meta and Kuan Yin, Pallas Athena, and 
all who serve their cause.

As she stands upon your platform now, she has come to 
anchor within you a specific momentum of love for a specific 
overcoming of that condition that Archangel Chamuel 
brought to your attention when he explained that this is a 
generation of people-haters and child-haters.6

And therefore into your heart now, beloved Nada in -
creases the action of love whereby you can overcome the 
hatred that is projected at you—hatred that manifests as irri-
tation with these little ones when they come to you for help, 
hatred that manifests as condemnation of their naughtiness 
or of their disobedience, hatred that manifests as impatience 
or any form or trait that is less than the fullness of the Christ 
consciousness within you.

Beloved ones, you must take care, when you have souls 
of great light in your midst,  that you are giving the full 
momentum of love for their discipline and that that disci-
pline does not turn to criticism, condemnation, or judgment.  
Discipline is the utter love of Almighty God, and when it is 
given lovingly it is for the growing of the plant and the 
coming forth of the precious flower.  When it is given destruc-
tively, it can cause you enormous karma.

Therefore I warn you, blessed ones: Be purged of all sub-
stance of the misuse of love that has become a selfishness,  
a laziness, a sloth, a boredom, or an energy that simply mani-
fests as “I don’t care.  I do not have any time to work with 
children or with youth.  I will sit in my home and I will do my 
decrees.  And that is all I prefer to give.”

Precious ones, children require one-to-one action.  They 
require interaction.  They require your example.  And you 
need their love, their life, their joy, their happiness, as they 
are forerunners and messengers of the angelic hosts of light.
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The Hardening of  the Spiral

Beloved ones, when it comes to assisting the youth of 
America and the world, there is no substitute for physical 
involvement, for becoming a part of their lives, their activi-
ties,  their work, their schools,  their play, their sports,  and 
their putting on of the garment of God.  Whatever ways are 
to be devised, beloved ones, you must call forth the genius 
from the heart of the Great Divine Director, who holds the 
key to the salvation of the youth in every nation.

I repeat: Unless the youth from the age of conception to 
the age of thirty-three are contacted and have the transfer of 
the spiral of light, there is that possibility of the loss of that 
generation.  For when the child becomes the man and the 
man passes the age of thirty-three, there is an activity of that 
which is known as “the hardening of the spiral.” It is the set-
ting of the spiral as the habit pattern of life.

At that moment, beloved ones, it is with great difficulty 
that the conversion of energy can come forth from the heart 
of the I AM Presence.  Those who are converted after that age 
almost in every case are converted because in the first thirty
three years of their lives they had some contact with light,  
some contact with purity and peace, whether through father 
or mother or an example of light.

to be continued

“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All the World to Manifest as Pearls of Wisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by the Sponsors of Youth from 
Out the Great Central Sun was delivered by the Messenger of the 
Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Wednesday, 
December 28, 1977, during the God Is Mother conference, held in 
Pasadena, California. Parts 1 and 3 of this Pearl of Wisdom are pub-
lished in this volume, nos. 37 and 39. Any books listed in the following 
endnotes are published by Summit University Press and are by Mark L. 
Prophet and/or Elizabeth Clare Prophet unless otherwise noted. Books 
and DVDs are available at https://Store.SummitLighthouse.org; audio 
products are available at www.AscendedMasterLibrary.org. [N.B. 
Bracketed words have been added for clarity in the written word.]  
(1) The archangels who have delivered the vials of the seven last 
plagues. Fourteen messages from the seven archangels and their 
archeiai were originally dictated to the messenger Elizabeth Clare 
Prophet as Pearls of Wisdom in 1975 and then later published in 1976 
as the book Vials of the Seven Last Plagues. These fourteen dictations 
are the fulfillment of the judgments recorded in the fifteenth and six-
teenth chapters of the Book of Revelation. The archangels and archeiai 
came to release the judgments (which began in 1975 and concluded in 
2001) for mankind’s misuse of the seven rays. Ordering information 
above. (2) The judgment of Lucifer and Satan. See The Great White 
Brotherhood, p. 248–51 on Alpha’s explanation of the judgment of 
Lucifer, and p. 387, under chapter 19, note 3. Also see Jesus’ dictation, 
“The Final Judgment of Satan,” in the 1982 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 25, 
no. 16. Ordering information above. (3) Matt. 13:30, 36–40. (4) A com-
pleted draft of the book on abortion is referring to the draft of the 
book 10,001: The Birth of the Avatars, the Battle of Armageddon, and 
The Future of Planet Earth, by Ralph Dickson Yaney, MD, originally 
published in 1979 and republished in 2011. Ordering information above. 
(5) The exposure of incorrect methods of education. The messenger’s 
exposés on incorrect methods of education are included in the follow-
ing MP3 audio CDs: Education in the Age of Aquarius, also available 
as a download, and Education of the Heart. Ordering information 
above. (6) The condition that Archangel Chamuel brought to your 
attention. In chapter five of Vials of the Seven Last Plagues (see note 1), 
Archangel Chamuel teaches on the perversions of divine love, which 
include aggressive mental suggestion, hatred, distortion of the divine 
arts and music, sexual perversions and misuse of the sacred fire.
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